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Chapter 1



Introduction



1.1 Motivation



The world is moving rapidly away from a wire-connected system to wireless ones. To realize this goal, cost reductions in wireless components are essential and an increased level of integration is needed. While integration of active components needed in wireless products is well understood, integration of passives is still a challenging endeavor. Passives such as inductors and transformers on a chip form the core to a successful transmitter or receiver. The values of inductance (L), quality factor (Q) and self-resonant frequency (SRF) are critical to a good design. Unfortunately there are no simple formulas to determine them accurately and we enter the realm of simulations and modeling to determine these parameters.



There are already many products in the market which cater to these requirements. Some of them rely on electromagnetic simulation while others use simple lumped element models. The programs which use electromagnetic simulation are very expensive and often take a few hours to days to run a complete simulation. On the other hand, existing lumped element approaches run a first order analysis and do not give an accurate value for the critical parameters like Q and SRF. The options for a designer who wants a
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quick solution are very limited and one has to make a choice between an expensive electromagnetic simulator and a simulator that doesn’t give good results.



It is often seen in the industry that designers resort to prototyping a set of inductors in a process and using measured model data from this “library of measured spirals”. This often constraints the designers to a limited choice of spirals and leaves them less room for newer designs.



Our motivation for this research was to fill the gap and have a program which models inductors and transformers accurately and gives quick results, which are close to the measured values.



1.2 Thesis Organization



In chapter 2, several existing software programs available in the market are reviewed. Emphasis is placed on products which are used extensively in the industry. Some of the software programs that are freely available in the market are also reviewed. Chapter 3 then outlines the model adopted in this thesis. It discusses in detail how each parameter in the model is calculated and the kind of approximations made. Detail of the models for inductors and transformers are discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses substrate losses in spirals and how they are modeled in this program. This chapter also discusses current crowding and how it has been taken into account. It also briefly explains the class hierarchy of program code. Chapter 6 outlines the program design and
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walks thorough the program prompts explaining the different parameters that need to be entered.



Chapter 7 details work done to date on validations comparing it against



measured values. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2



Spiral Modeling Programs



There are some products available in the market which do electromagnetic simulation to characterize a spiral. Other programs use a lumped element model to do the same. This chapter will discuss some of them and show how the model developed in this thesis fills the gap between these products.



Figure1 below shows the different programs available and how they are positioned in the market based on two factors: time consumption and the accuracy of results. Top-of-the-line electromagnetic simulators are time consuming and have accurate results and are in the top right corner. There is an area in the middle that is taken by a large number of products, which give reasonably good results without expending a lot of time. Also there are some products that give results very fast but with relatively low accuracy. It is evident that there is a gap in the industry for high accuracy and low time consumption products and the present thesis attempts to fill it.
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Figure 1: Market Positioning of the different products available in the market



Programs that this thesis will talk in brief about include ASITIC, Agilent ADS and SONNET. In the end of this chapter an introduction is also given about the lumped element models.



2.1 ASITIC



This is a program that is freely available from the University of California, Berkley website. In the words of the author, “ASITIC is a CAD tool that aids RF/microwave engineers to analyze, model, and optimize passive metal structures
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residing on a lossy conductive substrate”. This includes inductors, transformers, capacitors, transmission lines, interconnects and substrate coupling analysis.



ASITIC is an Unix based graphical program which runs under the X windows environment. Typing asitic on the shell prompt brings out a layout screen where the user can specify the geometry of the object under test. It supports different kinds of geometries like the square and even non-traditional shapes like the polygon. There are a series of simple commands that help the user layout the spiral and help one manipulate it.



The next important step is editing the technology file, which specifies the IC process. In the technology file, specifying the size of the FFT specifies the resolution of the analysis. Different kinds of simulations can be done and the relevant parameters like inductance, quality factor and self-resonant frequency determined at a particular frequency. The program is relatively fast and simple which gives a good first cut for the different design parameters.



2.2 Agilent ADS This is a complete suit from Agilent, which does different types of simulations It uses a “method-of-moments” based engine to run electromagnetic simulations of 2D structures. The technology file for the process can be input and solved one time and reused with different geometries. This saves a lot of time when testing different geometries under a single process.
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The spiral can be either specified by selecting from a large collection of standard geometries or the user can draw the spiral using traces. With this option the user has considerable room to test a wide variety of spirals and is not limited by the ones available in the library.



The results can be observed either as Smith charts or any of the other standard formats. Animations of currents and charges help the user to interpret the results better. For example, effects such as current crowding can be observed visually and better understood.



The small disadvantage with this program seems to be the long simulation time depending on the resolution of the mesh used for analysis.



2.3 SONNET



SONNET is a suite of products which provides high-frequency planar electromagnetic analysis for different products. It uses a modified method of moments analysis based on Maxwell's equations to perform a true three dimensional current analysis of predominantly planar structures. Em, the electromagnetic engine, computes S, Y, or Z-parameters, transmission line parameters (Z0 and Eeff), and SPICE equivalent lumped element networks.
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The suite includes a number of tools like emvu and patvu which are visualization tools to help the user better interpret the results.



SONET software is also used for design and analysis of high-frequency circuits, distributed filters, transitions, RF packages, waveguides and antennas. Some of the features include modeling of microstrip lines, modeling of via analysis along with some packaging effects and spiral inductors.



Limitations of this package include the same as Agilent ADS.



2.4 Lumped Model Simulators



There are a number of lumped element models that have been previously published [3,7,8,9]. Some of them model on a turn-by-turn basis while others do a segment-by-segment analysis. To the best of our knowledge, we know of no commercial or released programs which use these models for simulations.
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Chapter 3



Model Overview



The spirals that are discussed in this thesis include single and multi layered inductors, stacked transformers, single layer interwound transformer and stacked-inter wound transformers.



Figure 2: Simplified model of a IC showing the different resistances along with the turns– to-substrate capacitance



The simple case of a one turn one-layer spiral is discussed first. A section view of a simple IC is shown in figure 2.There is the substrate at the bottom, which is typically a
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few hundred microns and on top of this there may be a epi-layer of few microns thick, depending on the process. This figure represents an epi-layer above the substrate. The first layer of metal on which the inductor is made is separated from the epi-layer by an insulator. The insulator is usually silicon dioxide with a relative permittivity of 3.9. The figure also shows the capacitance from the turn to the epi-layer. The resistances represent the different paths that the current can flow.



A series inductance and resistance represent the spiral for a turn. As the different turns are close to each other there is a mutual inductance between the turns. The mutual inductance and hence the coupling coefficients between the different self- inductances are calculated by finding the magnetic field inside the spiral, the details of which are discussed in section 6.1.



Figure 3: Simple model for a turn showing the different passive components



As shown in figure 2, there is a capacitance that is associated from the traces of the spiral to the substrate. This is incorporated in the model, as shown in figure 3, by calculating the capacitance from the trace to the substrate for half the turn and putting it 19



on either side of it. The bottom plates or the capacitances are connected through the substrate by a resistance Rsub as shown in figure 2. If there is an epi-layer, as in this case, there is also an epi layer resistance that comes in parallel with the substrate resistance. The value of all these parameters can be calculated using basic device physics.



The simple model for a single turn of a spiral is shown in figure 3.Unfortunately, for a multi-turn and multi-layered spiral the model is not as simple. It becomes even more complicated when the different loss mechanisms are accounted for. The later part of this chapter is devoted to the detailed modeling of a multi-turn, multi-layered spiral with the different loss mechanisms included.



3.1 Model Schematics and Parameter Calculation



This subsection explains in detail how a 3 turn, 2 layered spiral is modeled. This model as introduced earlier uses a finite element approach, which breaks up the spiral into individual turns.



The outer dimension is rounded to the closest multiple of the pitch of the spiral. The turns are assumed to have the equal length on each side and this makes the calculations much simpler without compromising the results. Figure 4 illustrates the top view of three-turn spiral with the different parameters and its closed turn approximation used in this program. As mentioned above the turns are separated into individual turns for calculations.
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Figure 4: Illustration of top view of a three turn spiral showing the different parameters along with the closed turn approximation used in this program



Figure 5 shows the perspective view of a three-turn, two-layer spiral with the two connection points represented as A+ and A-. The spiral is shown as spiraling in on the top layer and spiraling out on the bottom layer. The interconnection, shown by dotted lines, is made between the two layers using vias. Currently, in the model, the via resistance is not taken into account and is replaced by a perfect conductor. This is a reasonable approximation for most of the spirals as the total trace length is much greater than the via length.



Figure 6 shows the different capacitances that are modeled in this program. The interlayer capacitance is shown between the traces on the different layers and the sidewall capacitance between the traces on the same layer. As explained before the turn-tosubstrate capacitance is illustrated between the lowest layer and the substrate. 21



Figure 5: Illustration showing the perspective view for a three turn two-layer spiral with via connection shown in dotted lines



Figure 6: Section of an IC showing the different capacitances
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A detailed model of the three turns, two layers spiral is shown below. All the different coupling coefficients have not been shown, but have been explained in the following paragraphs.



Figure 7: Lumped Model showing a two-layer, three turn spiral without a ground shield (all the coupling coefficients are not shown)



The following subsections will explain the calculations of the different parameters shown in figure 7.



3.1.1 Series Resistance A series inductor and resistance are used to represent each turn in a layer. The value of series resistance is calculated using the metal sheet resistance (Rsheet) of the layer and the size of the turn. 23



R = 4 Rsheet L / W



(1)



Where L is the length of each side of the turn, W the width the of the trace and Rsheet the sheet resistance of the metal layer used. From figure 7 it can be observed that the different series resistances are R1, R2, R3, R4, R5 and R6. The outermost turns are represented by the resistances R1, R4 and R3, R6 represent the innermost turn. Using equation (1) it can be estimated that resistances decrease from R1 to R3 and R4 to R6.



3.1.2 Epi Resistance



In typical IC processes there is thin epi layer on top of the substrate as shown in figure 2. This resistance is modeled as connecting between the bottom plates of the turnsto-substrate capacitance. In many processes it may not be significant, but has been modeled to meet all cases. This epi resistance called Repi is calculated as shown in equation



Repi = ρepi L / (W Epithick )



(2)



Here the L is the spacing between the turns, W is the total length of the turn, Epithick is the epi layer thickness and ρepi is the epi layer resistivity.
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3.1.3 Epi-Substrate Resistance



From figure 2 its can be observed that there is a resistance connecting the epi layer to the substrate on both sides of the turn. It is usually very small compared to the substrate resistance but becomes significant in the case of very low resistivity substrates. It is calculated based on the thickness of the epi layer and the area of the particular turn. Repisub would thus be given as



Repisub = ρepi L / A



(3)



Where L is the epi layer thickness, A is the area of the turn which is the product of width and length the turn, and ρepi is the epi layer resistivity.



3.1.4 Substrate Resistance



The substrate resistivity of most processes lie between 0.02 – 20 Ωcm and this contribute to substrate losses coupled through the turn-to-substrate capacitances. The substrate resistance Rsub is modeled as connected between the ends of the turns [2].



Rsub = 3 ρsub / (8 D)



(4)



Where ρsub is the resistivity of the substrate and D the outer dimension of the turn.
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3.1.5 Turn-To-Substrate Capacitance



There is a capacitance associated with each turn of the lowest metal layer to the substrate as shown in figure 7 and this is represented by Csub This capacitance can be visualized with the traces forming a parallel plate with the substrate and a layer of insulator separating them. Thus the capacitance can be calculated using the standard formula for a parallel plate capacitance. This is shown as below



Csub = ε0 εr l w / d



(5)



Where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and εr the relative permittivity of the insulator, l is the length and w the width of the trace and d is the distance of separation between the lowest layer to the epi-layer. In the case of absence of epi-layer, it is the distance to the substrate.



This capacitance Csub is split as Csub /2 and connected on each side of the turn for symmetry. The capacitance Csub /2 is the capacitance for half the turn.



3.1.6 Side-wall Capacitance



There is a side-wall capacitance associated between adjacent turns on a layer. This is modeled only in terms of the sidewalls of the metal layers. The fringe effects of the side-wall capacitance has not been modeled. The capacitance is calculated based on
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equation 5, where l is the length of each turn and w the thickness of the metal layer and d being the separation between the turns. In the case of innermost turns there is no sidewall capacitance that can be represented in this model.



3.1.7 Interlayer Capacitance



In the case of multi-layered spirals, the turns are broken down into individual turns on each layer. The lowest layer is modeled as explained above with the higher layers being connected to the next lower layer by the inter layer capacitances. The interlayer capacitance is calculated using equation 5, where l is the length of turn and w the width of the trace and d, the separation between the individual layers by the dielectric.



3.1.8 Turn Inductances



The calculation of the inductances is more complicated than resistances. There are a number of methods available to calculate it. In this thesis a finite element based computation of the B field is used to calculate the inductance and the details are discussed chapter 5.



3.2 Patterned Ground Shield



In the case of medium resistivity substrates, the displacement current coupled through the capacitance is a major factor that degrades the Q of the spiral. To overcome
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this effect, designers often use a patterned ground plane [10]. It essentially cuts down the losses, through capacitive coupling to the substrate, by putting a very low resistance path given by the sheet resistance of the shield. The shield is patterned so that no eddy loops are generated in the ground plane. However the patterned ground shield does not prevent the magnetic field form passing through the substrate and thus creating eddy current losses in it [2].



A detailed diagram is shown in the figure 8 below. The bottom plates of substrate capacitances Csub on either side of a turn are connected to a shield resistance Rshield. In this figure they are represented by Rs1, Rs2 and Rs3.



Figure 8: Lumped Model showing a two-layer, three turn spiral with a ground shield (all the coupling coefficients are not shown)
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3.3 Eddy Current Losses



The excitation currents flowing in the turns of the spiral generate a magnetic field that penetrates the substrate. Because of the changing B field, eddy currents are formed which flow in the substrate. This is modeled as an inductor and resistor loop with appropriate coupling coefficients between the main turn inductor and the eddy inductor. This is dealt with in detail in chapter 5.



An important effect that is also modeled is the current crowding effect. It is a major contributor to losses at lower GHz range where skin effect is negligible [1,3-5]. Eddy currents are produced in the traces because of the B field of the adjacent turns, penetrating normal to the surface. This current actually adds to the current in the inside edges and subtracts from the outside edges. The result is the increase in the effective series resistance. Device physics has been used to model for this effect and the details are shown in chapter 5
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Chapter 4



Detailed Model Schematic



This chapter discusses in detail the different flavors of the spiral. First it talks about the inductors and then about the three different varieties of transformers modeled. The different connections in each case and how they are handled in this modeling program are also discussed



The different flavors are as listed below



•



Single and multi-layered inductors



•



Stacked transformer, with primary in one layer and the secondary in another layer.



•



Stacked transformer, with primary and secondary on the same layer.



•



Stacked-Intertwound, with primary and secondary turns equally divided between the two layers. It is the combination of stacked and interwound type transformer and has the best of both.
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4.1 Single and Multi-layer Inductor



Figure 9: Schematic for an 8 turn, two-layer inductor



A typical case of two-layered , 8 turn inductor is shown in the figure 9 elaborating the different connections. As in the case of two-layered spirals, the inductor spirals in on the top layer and spirals out in the lower layer. In the case of more than two layers, the spiral alternates between spiraling in and out. It’s seen in figure 9, the end of resistor R4 is connected to resistor R8, with the polarities of the inductor adjusted. The two ends of the inductor would be ends of L1 and L5. The inductance of the spiral increases as factor of n2 where n is the number of layers. However it suffers from low self-resonant frequency, due to interlayer capacitances.
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4.2 Stacked Transformer



Figure 10:Illustration of a stacked transformer with two winding shown on different layers



Figure 10 shows the perspective view of a stacked transformer. In the figure the primary (A+, A-) is shown on one layer and the secondary (B+, B-) on the other layer.



Figure 11: Schematic of a four-turn stacked transformer showing the primary and secondary winding
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Figure 11, is the schematic of a two-layered stacked inductor. The primary is made on one layer and the secondary on the other, with all the interlayer capacitances between them. In this geometry, one of the windings, secondary in this case, is shielded from the substrate and there is no turn-to-substrate capacitance. As shown in figure 11, the two connections for the primary would be the ends of L5 and R8 and for the secondary L1 and R4. This geometry has a very good coupling coefficient but suffers from low SRF often making it unusable at the frequency of interest.



4.3 Interwound Transformer



Figure 12: Schematic of a two-turn Interwound Transformer showing the primary and secondary windings
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Figure 12, shows an interwound transformer where all the turns are made on a single layer. The connections for the primary winding shows the series pair of L2, R2 connected to L3, R3. In the same way the secondary is formed by the inductanceresistance pair of L2, R2 and L4, R4. It may also be noted that the self inductance of primary and secondary are the same, as L1, L2 and L3, L4 are equal. Interwound transformers have higher self-resonant frequency due to the absence of interlayer capacitance, but the coupling between the primary and secondary is not as good as the stacked transformer.



4.4 Stacked-Interwound Transformer



Figure 13: Schematic of a four-turn stacked-interwound transformer showing the primary and secondary connections.
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This transformer is a compromise between the stacked and interwound transformers and is made on two layers of metal. The primary and the secondary winding are equally spilt- up between the two layers. The connections for the primary as shown in figure 13 are between L1 and L5 and for the secondary between L2 and L6. In this case, the interlayer capacitance is between the same windings and not between primary and secondary. It has coupling coefficient better than the interwound and worse than the stacked transformer, but offers significantly better SRF than stacked transformer.
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Chapter 5



Eddy Current Effects



This chapter discusses the eddy current and the current crowding effects that were mentioned in Chapter 3. In each case, how these losses are modeled in this thesis is explained in detail.



5.1 Substrate Losses due to Eddy Currents



In typical CMOS IC processes, the underlying substrate contributes losses to the Q of the spiral and its effects are not understood completely [2,4,9-10]. It is very difficult to model all the loss mechanism exactly and some approximations must be made. A lumped element approach is used to model these effects and thus enable us to incorporate the effects into a spice sub-circuit model.



The excitation current passing through the traces of the spiral generates a magnetic field around it with directions given by the right hand rule. This magnetic field penetrates through the substrate and can be approximated as passing through a depth equal to one-sixth the outer dimension of the spiral [2]. There is a changing magnetic field in the substrate, and that causes the current flowing in it to be complex and threedimensional. Using first order analysis and treating the currents circulating only under each turn, one can make a reasonable estimate of the current. Now, a rough estimate of 36



the losses in the substrate can be made by finding the sheet resistance of the substrate in which the magnetic fields are significant.



Figure 14: Illustration showing eddy loops generated in the substrate and the estimation of substrate depth where the currents are significant



If you look at figure 14 and approximate the empty space in the center of spiral to be D/3, then the spiral traces on each side would contribute D/3 each. Based on this approximation we would then estimate the thickness of the substrate through which the currents are significant to be one-sixth the outer dimension of the spiral [2].



Thus the sheet resistance can be calculated as 37



Rsheet = 6 ρ / D



(6)



Where ρ is the resistivity of the substrate and D the outer dimension of the spiral.



Now the Reddy can be estimated for each turn to be



Reddy = L Rsheet / W



(7)



Where L is the total length of the each turn, W the width of the trace.



Some special spiral geometries may have a large outer dimension with one or two thin traces. This makes the estimate of the width of the current flowing inaccurate. To get a better estimate for the width of the traces in all cases, the width is estimated to be



Width = D / ( 2 N )



(8).



Where D is the outer dimension and the N the total number of turns on a layer.



The coupling coefficients from the different series inductances to the eddy inductance can be calculated by finding the B fields contributed by each segment. The following paragraph explains the different coupling coefficients and the assumptions made.
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Figure 15: Eddy current modeling for a one-layer, three-turn spiral showing the coupling coefficients between the different inductors



Figure 15 shows a one-layer, three turn spiral and the different coupling coefficients. The coupling coefficients between a turn in the spiral and an eddy loop directly below it are approximated to be equal to 1, while the other K values are estimated as discussed in the following section. As the distance between the inductors L1 and Leddy1 is small compared to the outer dimension of the spiral, there is almost complete flux linkage between them making the coupling coefficient K1 equal to 1.The distance between L2 and Leddy2 is small, compared to the distance between L1 and L2 and essentially the value calculated for the coupling between L1 and L2 can be used for the coupling between L1 and Leddy2. The same argument discussed above is used to find the coupling coefficients for the other inductors.
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5.1.1 B Field Calculation



The following section discusses in brief the method used to calculate the B field inside the spiral. This is used in finding the self and mutual inductance between the turns and hence the coupling coefficients.



The outer dimension of the spiral is adjusted so that it is an integral multiple of the pitch. The whole spiral is then divided into squares the size of the pitch. A current element is assumed at the edge of each grid square, as shown in figure 16, and the B field generated by this current element is estimated at the center of all other squares. The strength of the B field created by this current element is estimated at the center of any other squares using Biot-Savart’s law [12] and the direction by Maxwell’s right hand rule.



B = µ0 I dl x R / (4 π R3 )



(9)



Where µ0 is permittivity of free space, Idl the differential current element and R the distance between the point and the current element.



For example for the outermost turn, the total B field due to the turn can be calculated at each individual square by walking through the grid from squares 1,2,3 etc for the whole turn and adding up the B field in the centers of the squares. The total flux generated by the turn can be calculated using [12]
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ψ = ∫S B. dS



(10)



Where B is the magnetic field , and dS the infinitesimal area. In this case the total flux would be the total B field in each square multiplied by the area of the square summed over all the squares inside the spiral. The self-inductance can thus be estimated from the total flux by [12].



L=Nψ/I



(11)



Where N is the number of turns, ψ the total flux inside the turn and I is the current element.



Figure 16: Illustrations showing the closed turn approximation and the grid for B field calculations
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It is evident that this estimation can be inaccurate and aggravated in the case of spirals, which have a thick trace width as the assumption of a current element for the trace inside the grid becomes inaccurate.



The mutual inductance between two turns is determined by calculating the percentage of flux generated by a turn that links the other turn as shown below [12]



M12 = N1 ψ12 / I2



(12)



Where M12 is the mutual inductance between turns 1and 2, and ψ12 is the flux passing through the turn 1 due to the current I2 in turn 2.



Using the mutual inductance between the turns and their self-inductances, the coupling coefficients can be calculated as shown below



K = M12 / √ (L1 L2)



(13)



Where M12 is the mutual inductance between inductors 1 and 2, L1 and L2 are the self-inductance of the inductors 1 and 2 respectively.



The total inductance is calculated by adding up the self-inductances along with the mutual inductance and given by equation (14). In the case of multi-layer spiral, the
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total inductance for a single layer is calculated and multiplied by the square of number of layers.



5.2 Current Crowding Effects



The other important effect that degrades the Q is the current crowding effect. A new approach has been introduced in this thesis to model for this effect. For a typical spiral, the current crowding is a strong function of frequency and the resistance increases at higher than linear rate. This causes the Q to go down in a concave and is as shown in figure 17[1].



Figure 17: Graph showing the general effect of current crowding on Resistance and Q



The magnetic field formed due to the outer traces of the spiral, as shown in figure 18, pass normally through the traces of inner turns creating eddy loops in it. This effect is very noticeable in the inner most turn. 43



The electric field that is responsible for the creation of the eddy loops can be derived from the Faraday’s laws and can be expressed as [1]



∇× E ≈ -j ω BZ



(10)



Where BZ is the magnetic field created by the excitation current.



Figure 18: Eddy loops formed on the traces due to magnetic field generated by the adjacent turns.



This equation shows that the resulting eddy currents are in quadrature with the excitation current. This argument holds until the eddy currents become significant and the 44



fields created by it start changing the excitation current. There is a frequency called the critical frequency, represented by ωcrit from which the current crowding effect becomes significant and is given by [1]



ωcrit = 3.1 P Rsheet / ( µ0 w2)



(11)



Where P is the pitch and w the width of the trace.



For large eddy currents along the edges, the field created by it would oppose the electric field creating it. An inductor and a resistance loop can model this effect as well as the basic losses. This leads us to a frequency called the limiting frequency, represented by ωlimit where the current crowding effect would saturate and no longer increase and where crowding currents are no longer in quadrature with excitation current. It is given by the equation [1]



ωlimit = 18 Rsheet/ (µ0 W)



(12)



This is found to be typically be 4 to 6 times the ωcrit [1].



The modeling of current crowding can be done up to about ½ωlimit by using an inductor and resistance loop. The inductance is estimated from approximating the edge currents flowing on a two-wire transmission line given by [1].



Leddy ≈ µ 0 L ln(W / W/4 ) / π 45



(13)



Where L represents the total length of the turn, W the width of the trace and µ0 is the permeability of free space



Assuming the crowding current passes through 25 % of the trace width, the resistance can be estimated as [1]



Rcrowd ≈ 2 Rsheet L / W/4



(14)



Where Rsheet is the sheet resistance of the metal layer used, L the total length of turn and W the width of the trace.



The important part is determining the coupling coefficients between the different inductors. As discussed in section 5.1.1, the B field generated by each turn is used to determine the coupling between the series inductors and the current crowding inductors.



Figure 19: Eddy current modeling for a one-layer, three-turn spiral showing the coupling coefficients between the different inductors
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As discussed in the earlier part of this section, eddy currents are generated in a turn by the effect of B field generated by other turns. Hence, there is coupling only from current crowd inductors from other turns. As shown in figure 19, L1 is coupled to Lcrowd2 by a coupling coefficient K1 and between L1 and Lcrowd3 by a coupling coefficient K2. The same principle applies for the inductors L2 and L3 and the individual coupling coefficients are shown in the figure 19.



The calculation of the coupling coefficients is more tedious in this case as compared to the previous case of section 5.1. The flux linked by all other turns on a particular turn needs to be calculated. In the case of innermost term, there is the effect of all the outer turns on it. The process involves finding the percentage of the total flux generated by a turn which, cuts through the other turns.



5.3 Complete Model



The complete model of a spiral is shown in figure 20 and figure 21 after modeling for the eddy current losses in the substrate and the traces. Figure 20 represents a threeturn, two layer spiral without any shield. The current crowding losses in each turn are represented by the inductance- resistance loops of Lc1, Rc1 to Lc6, Rc6. The eddy currents modeled for the lowest layer are represented by Le1-Re1 to Le3-Re3 loops. They are connected to the turn inductances by the coupling coefficients shown by K1-K5. Not all coupling coefficients are shown in the figure.
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Figure 20: A complete schematic of a three-turn, two-layer spiral with the loss mechanisms modeled (all coupling coefficients not shown)



Figure 21 represents the same case as above with a ground shield. The ground shield provides a low resistance path between the bottom plates of the capacitor. As can be seen in figure 21, the low shield resistance Rs replaces Repi and Rsub. Because of this reason a patterned ground shield is a technique used extensively to increase the Q of the spiral [10]. The loss modeling for current crowding and eddy currents in the substrate are done in the same way as discussed above. There are coupling coefficients connecting the 48



turn inductances with the eddy and current crowd inductors. Thus the losses in the inductance- resistance loops is reflected in the main turn inductances.



Figure 21: A complete schematic of a three-turn, two-layer spiral with a ground shield and all the loss mechanisms modeled (all coupling coefficients not shown)
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Chapter 6



Program Design and User Manual



This chapter provides an outline of the software structure, presents the class hierarchy and provides an explanation of the user interface. An interface is explained for all the four cases mentioned in the previous sections. In the first part the interface for an inductor is shown and each item is explained as the user walks through the command prompts.



6.1 Software Hierarchy



The software code was written in C++ and GNU g++ compiler was used to compile the software.



The different classes are as shown in figure 22 and not all methods in are shown. At the top in class hierarchy is the spiral class. There are two derived classes from spiral, viz. inductor and transformer.
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Figure 22: Illustration of the different classes used in the program



6.2 Inductor



This subsection walks through the different prompts in detail for a typical case for an inductor simulation.



When the program is executed the following screen appears as shown in figure 23. The prompts from the program are shown in bold italics as illustrated in the following figures in this chapter.
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********************************************** Inductor



0



Transformer Stacked



1



Transformer Interwound



2



Transformer Interwound & Stacked



3



********************************************** Enter a number from above (0)



:



Figure 23: Screen shot for the user to select the type of spiral for simulation



The first prompt gives an option to choose the desired spiral. The default is an inductor and can be chosen by pressing enter or entering the value 0.



6.2.1 Entering Substrate and Layer Technology Data



Once the type of spiral as shown in figure 24 is chosen, the program prompts the user to enter the technology data of the process. The data can be either read directly from a preformatted data file created by the program previously or entered at the prompt. The user can read in a technology file by entering yes and typing in the name of the file. If a file is not found in the directory the program prompts again for the name of the file or until you enter the parameters directly. If the technology file does not exist and the technology parameters need to be entered at the prompt type ‘no’. The program will then
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prompt for the different technological parameters like the substrate specifications and the layer resistances and thickness.



Do u want to read tech data from file (yes)



: no



************************* Substrate Specifications ************************* Enter the value of epi thickness in microns (2.0)



:



Enter the value of epi Resistivity in ohm_cm (5)



:



Enter the value of substrate Resistivity in ohm_cm (20) :



Figure 24: Screen shot prompting for the substrate specifications



The program prompts for the substrate specification, as shown in figure 24, and the first specification is for the epi-layer thickness, which is typically between 2 to 5 microns. If the process does not contain any epi-layer the user can get around it by entering a value 0 for it. In the case the user enters a non-zero value for the epi-thickness the program prompts for epi-layer resistivity. The substrate resistivity in ohms-cm is prompted next. The value of that typically varies from 0.02 to 20 in normal CMOS processes. The default is set to20 Ω-cm, but the user should be aware that many CMOS processes use 0.02 Ω-cm for latchup-protection. It is important to enter the appropriate values since this greatly affects Q.
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Once the substrate specifications are entered, the user is prompted for Shield specification. The shield is an optional low resistance material, usually the lowest layer of metal or poly, which is grounded and placed under the inductor to provide a low resistance path for the capacitive coupling. Without a shield, AC currents conducted through turn-to-substrate capacitance would pass through a higher resistance substrate degrading the Q [2,10]. The shield is patterned to prevent the creation of large eddy loops in it. The shield, which is also called ground plane in literature, may be avoided by typing ‘no’ when the program prompts for shield. However it is seen that in medium and high resistivity substrate process the shield is very often used.



In this case ‘yes’ is entered and the program prompts for the shield specifications as shown in figure 25.



Do u want a Pattern Poly Shield/ground Plane(no)



: yes



************************* Shield Specifications ************************* Enter the value of Shield Thickness in microns (1.0)



:



Enter the value of Shield Resistance in ohm/Sq (1)



:



Enter Insulator thickness below shield in microns (1.2) : Enter the value of Insulator Permittivity (3.9)



:



Figure 25: Screen shot prompting for the shield specifications
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If the user decides to use a shield, the program prompts for the different shield specifications. First it prompts for the shield thickness, which is the thickness of the layer used as shield. The shield resistance in ohms/sq is prompted next, which is again the sheet resistance of the layer used. Then it prompts for the insulator thickness and insulator permittivity. The insulator thickness is the separation between the shield and the substrate or to the epi-layer as the case may be. The dielectric constant of the material used is the insulator permittivity which, in typical processes is 3.9. This is provided as the default value in the program.



The program then prompts the user for the number of layers as shown in figure 26. It is the number of metal layers used for the construction of the spiral and not the number of layers available in the process. If a 2 layered inductor is made with metal layers 1 and 3, the user types in 2 at the prompt for a number of layers. In the layer specification the metal thickness is entered in microns and the metal resistivity in ohms / sq. The user needs to enter the insulator thickness between layer1 and layer3, if a 2 layer spiral is created in a 3 metal process using physical layers 1 and 3.



Enter the Number of Metal Layers Used (1)



:



*********************************** Layer 1(lowest) Specifications *********************************** Enter the value of metal thickness in microns (1.0)



:



Enter the value of metal resistivity in ohms/sq (0.04)



:
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enter the value of dielectric thickness in microns (0.8)



:



Enter the value of dielectric permittivity (3.9



:



Do You want to save tech data in file(yes)



:



Enter the name of the file(default.tech)



:



Technology Data Stored in default.tech



Figure 26: Screen shot illustrating the different Layer specifications



Currently, the program does not support vias with non-zero resistance, connecting the different layers. It assumes the vias are perfect conductors without any resistance. The cross under trace which is of different metal layer and used to make a connection to the inside end of the spiral, is not modeled. Compared to the dimension of the spiral, the length of cross under trace is negligible.



6.2.2 Sandwiching Metal Layers



This section explains with an example how the user can model complex multilayered spirals to get the benefits of lower sheet resistance. An example would be, a user who wants to simulate a two-layer inductor in a six-layer process and intends to sandwich layers 6,5 and 3,2 &1 to form the two-layer inductor. When prompted for the number of layers, the user would enter the value 2, instead of 6, and in the layer specifications, for the lowest layer of metal resistivity, the user would enter the value, which is the parallel combinations of resistivity of the layers 1,2 and 3. For the insulator thickness, the
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distance between the layer1 to the substrate should be entered followed by its permittivity of the insulator. For the specification of top layer, the parallel combinations of resistivities of layers 6 and 5 is entered for metal resistivity. In the same way as above, the insulator thickness would be the separation between the layers 5 and 3.



6.2.3 Creating Technology file



The user may reuse the technology file by saving it in the default.tech file or any other name of her choice. When running this program again, the user can read the technology data from the file directly without reentering all the parameters again, provided the number of layers as well as the substrate and layer parameters are the same.



Figure 27 below shows a formatted technology file. It is advised that the user be very careful when creating the technology file directly and it best entered at the prompt and saved through the program. There should be only one specification per line The first line is the version no., the next line is the epi-layer thickness. The line following it contains the epi layer resistivity. In the case, the epi-layer thickness is 0, the line following it would be the substrate resistivity. The line following it is the presence of shield followed by the number of layers and the layer specification like metal layer thickness, metal sheet resistance, insulator thickness and insulator resistivity in that order.



version1.0 2 5 20 57



0 1 1 0.017 1.5 3.6



Figure 27: Format of a typical technology file



6.2.4 Entering Spiral Geometry Data



Once the technology data is entered, the user is prompted for the geometry of the spiral as shown in figure 28. Refer to figure 4, for specification of the different parameters. First it prompts for the outer dimension, the outer edge to edge in microns, as shown in figure 4. It’s the same in case of multi turn spirals also. Then it prompts for the number of turns. In the case of single and multi-layered inductors, this is the total number of turns on a single layer. Then the program prompts for the width of the trace, as shown in figure 4, which is also specified in microns. The program next prompts for the pitch of the spiral, which is the center-to-center distance between the adjacent turns or the width of the trace plus the spacing between the traces.
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************************* Geometry Specifications ************************* Enter the Outer Dimension in microns



:350



The Number of Turns



:2



The Width of the trace in microns



:5



The Pitch between the traces in microns



:5



Figure 28: Screen shot prompting for the Geometry specifications



The program makes a closed turn approximation for the inductor by recalculation the outer dimension as an integer multiple of the pitch. The new outer dimension along with the maximum number of turns possible is outputs to the screen. The program then calculates the rest of the parameters and outputs the model to a spice file. The calculated inductance and total series resistance is also output to the screen. The spice file can be simulated using spice3 and the spiral characterized.



The output is shown below in figure 29 for our particular case. It shows the total inductance and the total dc resistance of the spiral. The output of the model is written to inductor.spice as a spice sub-circuit. The output of the main spice file is written to spiral.spice where the inductor model is instantiated. Two new files mutual.out and flux.out are also generated which stores the values of array of inductances and flux.
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The New Outer dimension is : 350 The New Number of Turns is : 2 Computing self and mutual inductances ...... Output of Spice model written to inductor.spice Output of Spice main file written to spiral.spice



The Total Inductance 1.88632 e-09 The Total Resistance 1.76



Figure 29: Screen shot displaying the results after simulation



The two spice files created are shown in figures 30 and 31



Lumped element model of spiral inductor **************************** ***** Control Infromation **************************** .ac dec 100 1e8 1e12 i1 0 inner_turn 0.0 ac 1.0 v1 outer_turn 0 0.0 **************************** * Connect the node sub to ground through a * resistance you estimate(its important) **************************** rground sub 0 1 x1 inner_turn outer_turn sub model .include inductor.spice .end



Figure 30: Spice main file with the control information
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*Lumped element model of spiral inductor .subckt model layer1_1 layer1_3 sub101 *************************** ***** LAYER 1 *************************** ***** The Inductance, resistance and fringe capacitance of each turn l1_layer1 layer1_1 layer1_10001 9.24443e-10 r1_layer1 layer1_10001 layer1_2 1.056 cfrige1_layer1 layer1_1 layer1_2 4.2098e-13 l2_layer1 layer1_2 layer1_10002 5.50688e-10 r2_layer1 layer1_10002 layer1_3 0.704 cfrige2_layer1 layer1_2 layer1_3 1e-18 ***** The coupling coefficients between the different turns k1_101_layer1 l1_layer1 l101 1 k1_102_layer1 l1_layer1 l102 0.286745 k2_101_layer1 l2_layer1 l101 0.286745 k2_102_layer1 l2_layer1 l102 1 k1_2_layer11 l1_layer1 l2_layer1 0.286745 ***** The Coupling (Cts) capacitances and substrate spreading resistances c1_1_layer1 c1_2_layer1 c2_1_layer1 c2_2_layer1



layer1_1 layer1_2 layer1_2 layer1_3



epi101 1.31556e-12 epi102 1.31556e-12 epi102 8.77041e-13 epi103 8.77041e-13



***** The Epi Resistance connecting between the Adjacent turns repi1 epi101 epi102 1041.67 repi2 epi102 epi103 1562.5 ***** The Epi Resistance connecting to the Substrate repisub1_1 repisub2_1 repisub1_2 repisub2_2



epi101 epi102 epi102 epi103



sub101 0.757576 sub102 0.757576 sub102 1.13636 sub103 1.13636



***** The Substrate Spreading Resistance between the Adjacent turns rtt1 sub101 sub102 227.273 rtt2 sub102 sub103 340.909 ***** Dummy resistances added to satisfy spice 61



rdummy101_layer1 sub101 0 1e9 rdummy102_layer1 sub102 0 1e9 ***** The eddy loop Inductance and Resistance l101 eddy101 eddy1001 9.24443e-10 l102 eddy102 eddy1002 5.50688e-10 reedy101 eddy101 eddy1001 58181.8 reedy102 eddy102 eddy1002 38787.9 rdummy1001 eddy1001 0 1.0e9 rdummy1002 eddy1002 0 1.0e9 ***** The current crowding Inductance and Resistance of layer 1 lcrowd101_layer1 crowd_layer1_101 crowd_layer1_1001 1.82985e-10 lcrowd102_layer1 crowd_layer1_102 crowd_layer1_1002 1.2199e-10 rcrowd101_layer1 crowd_layer1_101 crowd_layer1_1001 8.448 rcrowd102_layer1 crowd_layer1_102 crowd_layer1_1002 5.632 rcdummy1001_layer1 crowd_layer1_1001 0 1.0e9 rcdummy1002_layer1 crowd_layer1_1002 0 1.0e9 ***** The current crowding coupling coefficients of layer 1 kcrowd_layer1_0_1_101 l1_layer1 lcrowd102_layer1 0.476682 kcrowd_layer1_1_0_102 l2_layer1 lcrowd101_layer1 -0.628479 .ends model .end



Figure 31: Spice model file for a two-turn inductor



6.3 Modeling Spiral Transformer



There are three different types of transformers that can be modeled using this program. They are stacked, interwound and stacked-interwound transformers which are explained in the following sections.
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6.3.1 Stacked transformer



This particular geometry of transformer has the primary in one layer and the secondary in the other layer. Currently, only the case where the number of turns of primary and secondary are equal is dealt. Figures 10,11 illustrates a stacked transformer where the secondary is on top of the primary.



The advantage of this geometry is, its good coupling coefficient. However it suffers from a very high capacitive coupling between the primary and secondary. The result is a very low SRF.



The following paragraph we walk through the different prompts for a stacked transformer and explain them.



The user starts the program by typing spiral at the prompt. The screen shown in figure 23 comes up and the user can select the stacked transformer by entering the value 1. As discussed earlier in section 6.2.1 the program next prompts for the technology file. The parameter prompts are similar to those previously discussed with the exception that the program does not prompt for the number of layers, since this geometry always has two layers. The program next prompts for the individual layer specifications. They are the same as explained in section 6.2.2
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************************* Geometry Specifications ************************* Enter the Outer Dimension in microns



: 350



The Total Number of Primary or Secondary Turns The Width of the trace in microns



:4



: 20



The Pitch between primary and secondary in microns



: 25



The New Outer dimension is : 350 The New Number of Turns is : 4 Computing self and mutual inductances ...... Output of Spice model written to transformer.spice Output of Spice main file written to spiral.spice The Total Inductance of primary or secondary 2.43868e-08 The Total Resistance of primary 17.6 The Total Resistance of secondary 17.6



Figure 32: Screen shot illustrating the geometry specifications and the result



In the geometry specification, the program prompts first for the outer dimension of the transformer as shown in figure 32. The value entered is in microns. Then it prompts for the total number of primary or secondary turns, which are equal in this case. In other words it is the number of turns on a single layer. Then it prompts for the width of the trace followed by the pitch. The pitch mentioned in this case is the distance between
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the adjacent turns or in other words the center-to-center distance between the primary or secondary windings.



Model output is written to transformer.spice file and the spice main file to spiral.spice. The total inductance and resistance of primary and secondary are calculated and output to the screen.



6.3.2 Interwound Transformer



This geometry of an interwound transformer has the primary and secondary on the same layer. As discussed in section 6.3.2, this type of transformer also has the same number of turn for primary and secondary. Figure 33 illustrates a two-turn interwound spiral. The primary is shown as A+ - A- whereas the secondary is represented by B+ - B-.



Figure 33: Top view of a two-turn interwound transformer ( the cross-under traces have not been shown )
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As explained in the previous sections in this chapter the program starts with the screen as shown in figure 23 when the user types spiral. The technology file parameters are the same as in section 6.2.2 with the exception that the program doesn’t prompt for the number of layers, since it is one in all cases.



In the geometry parameters it prompts for the outer dimension in micron first, followed by the number of turns. The number of turns in this case is the total number of turns of primary and secondary added together. In other words it is twice the number of primary or secondary turns. The width is the width of the primary or secondary trace. In this geometry of transformer the primary and secondary traces are identical. The pitch is the distance between the centers of adjacent primary and secondary.



6.4 Stacked-Interwound Transformer



This transformer has an innovative design geometry that uses the best of both worlds. The transformer discussed in section 6.2.1 suffers from the SRF problem and the one in section 6.2.2 suffers from low inductive coupling between the primary and secondary. This geometry is a combination of the transformers discussed in section 6.2 and 6.3. It has half the primary winding on one layer and the other half in the second layer immediately below its own turn on the top layer. The same is the case with the secondary winding. Hence it has a much higher SRF than the simple stacked transformer.
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The prompts are similar to the ones discussed in section 6.2. This geometry had 2 layers always and hence it does not prompt for it. In the case of geometry specification the number of turns it prompts for is the number of primary or secondary turns. The pitch is specified by the distance between the adjacent turns and would be the center-to-center distance between primary and secondary.



6.4 Spice File



This section introduces the different spice files generated after running the program. In the later part it also explains the parameters that need to be modified to run a simulation and determine the spiral performance.



All the four cases of spirals when simulated generate two spice files. There is a model file, as shown in figure 30, which stores the model details and the other file called the main file instantiates the model and contain the control parameters for the simulation . The main file, as shown in figure 31, is the same in all the cases and is called spiral.spice. In the case of an inductor, the model file is called inductor.spice. It is modeled as a spice sub-circuit with three output terminals, which are visible to the user. The three terminals are the two terminals of the inductor and the terminal for the substrate or the shield connection. In the case of all the three transformer models, the model file is transformer.spice. Like the case of inductor, the transformers are also modeled as spice sub-circuits, but with five terminals. The two terminals for the primary and the two for secondary with the substrate connection form the five connections.
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The spiral.spice file contains the control information to simulate it in spice. The inductor model is instantiated in this file. The three terminals of the inductor are called the inner_turn, outer_turn and the sub or shield depending on substrate or the shield connection. In the case of transformers the five terminals are called primary1,primary2, secondary1, secondary2 and sub or shield.



Doing a frequency analysis and sweeping in frequency from 0.1 GHz to 10Ghz characterizes the spiral for that frequency range. To do this, one terminal of the inductor is connected to a current source and the other connected to ground. It is very important for the user to connect the shield or substrate to ground directly or with an appropriate resistance, estimated from its geometry. This resistance affects the Q of the spiral significantly when the eddy losses in the substrate are not significant.



In the case of a transformer, the five connection points are primary1 , primary2 , secondary1, seondary2 and substrate. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, appropriate connection to the substrate or shield node are important.



This model can be simulated with spice3 by running the spiral.spice file. The results could be observed by plotting the different nodes. The SRF and Q at SRF can be calculated from the graphs. To calculate Q at any other frequency a capacitor can be used at the input terminal to resonate at the frequency required.
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Figure 34: Graph showing the spice output of a typical inductor and its magnified view at the self-resonant frequency



The figure 34 shows the output of a typical spiral simulation when ac analysis is done in spice3. The output of the node voltage in db is plotted against frequency, when one terminal of the spiral is grounded. SRF can be directly observed from the graph. The Q of the spiral at SRF can be calculated by dividing the SRF with the 3db bandwidth.
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Chapter 7



Validations



These models were validated against measured values from inductors and transformers under different processes. The inductors were validated in a six-layercopper bulk CMOS process and in an silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) process. The stackedinterwound transformer was validated in a Silicon-on-Insulator process. 7.1 Inductors Table1 shows the measured results for an inductor in a six-layer-copper process. The different geometries under test are



1. Two-turn (500 x 2 x 50 x 55)* without shield. 2. Two-turn (500 x 2 x 50 x 55) with shield. 3. Three-turn (550 x 3 x 50 x 55) with shield. 4. Two-turn, two layered (500 x 2 x 50 ) one on each layer



* 500 outer dimension, 2 turns, 50 width of trace and 55 pitch. All units are in microns The sheet resistance for the metal layer was 18 mΩ/sq. It was obtained by sandwiching the metal layers 6,5 and 4.
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Case



Inductance (L in nH)



Resistance at dc ( R in Ω )



Quality factor at frequency (Q )*



Self Resonant Frequency (SRF in GHz)



Measured



Simulated



Measured



Simulated



Measured



Simulated



Measured



Simulated



1



3



3.6



1.3



1.3



6.7



7.8



4.8



3.7



2



3



3.6



1.5



1.3



7.6



8.3



2.7



3.1



3



5.1



6.4



1.8



1.9



7



8.5



1.7



1.9



4



4.5



6.3



1.8



1.9



5.5



9.2



.97



1.3



Table1: Comparison of simulated against measured results * The quality factor (Q) was measured at 1.2 GHz in all three cases.



In the first case where there is no shield the SRF matches closely between the simulated and the measured values. The inductance is 10 % off from the measured value. This is attributed to the algorithm used for calculation of B field. It is not accurate in the case of small turn spirals. The series dc resistance matched well. The Q of the spiral is with in 20 % error.



In the second case, when there was a shield, the SRF was off by around 12 %. The reasons could be due to poor modeling for fringe capacitances. The rest of the parameters are within 10 % error.



In case three, all three parameters are within 20 % error.
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Figure 35: Photograph of inductors made on six-layer-copper bulk CMOS chip
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Figure 36: Smith chart illustration the effect the of ground shield with the outer circle representing the case with a ground shield



Figure 36 illustrates the effect of ground shield in a medium resistivity process. The example shown here is the comparison of cases 1 and 2 that was listed above. The outer circle represents case 2 where there is a ground shield. It is seen from the figure that ground shield improves the Q of the spiral. This strongly supports the case for providing a ground shield in medium resistivity substrates to improve the Q.
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Figure 37: Smith chart illustrating the effect of ground shield and current crowding( the outermost circle)



Figure 37 shows a smith chart illustrating the effects of ground shield and current crowding. The innermost spiral represents case 1 where there is no ground shield. Case 2 is represented by the middle spiral where a ground shield provides a low resistance path for the turn-to-substrate capacitance. The outermost circle represents the inductor when the current crowding modeling is disabled in the program. This figure thus illustrates the point how current effects significantly degrade the Q of the spiral.
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Table 2 shows the measured results for different inductors in a Silicon-onSapphire process.



5. 350 x 6 x 18 x 21 * 6. 350 x 12 x 8.5 x 11 ** 7. 350 x 6 x 12 x 21 **



* 350 outer dimension, 6 turns, 18 width of trace and 21 pitch. All units are in microns ** These cases were simulated in agilent ADS and compared against it. All the three cases have a sheet resistance of 28mΩ/sq



Case



Inductance (L in nH)



Resistance at dc (R in Ω ) Measured/ ADS sim



Quality factor at frequency (Q )*



Measured/ ADS sim



Simulated



4



9.4



10.2



8.7



8.6



7.3



7.7



2.9



3.1



5



34.4



33.6



33.9



34.8



7.9



7.5



-



2.2



6



9.7



10.4



12.6



12.9



5.9



5.8



-



2.3



Simulated



Measured/ ADS sim



Self Resonant frequency (SRF in GHz)



Simulated



Measured/ ADS sim



Simulated



Table 2: Comparison of measured against simulated results for inductors on SOI process. * The quality factor (Q) was measured at 1.3 GHz in all the three cases.
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Figure 38: Photograph of an 6 turn inductor made on silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) chip
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Figure39: Smith chart for an inductor simulated (inner circle) vs. measured (outer circle)



Figure39 shows a comparison of simulated vs. measured on a Smith chart for a six turn inductor. The outer circle represents the measured value and the inner circle the simulated value. It could be seen that S11 tracks very closely on the chart. If the error for inductance and resistance could be corrected at DC a closer matching could be observed.



7.2 Transformers



A single case of stacked-interwound transformer that has been tested and is listed below. Case 8:



210 x 16 x 3 x 6*



* 210 outer dimension, 16 turns( 8 on each layer), 3 width, 6 pitch 77



Figure 40: Illustration of S22 and S12 of the transformer measured vs. simulated



Figure 40 illustrates the comparison of S22 and S12 parameters between measured and simulated for case 8. The curves on the right of the smith chart represent the S22 of simulated and measured(outside circle). If the series resistance was matched better, the simulated will trace the measured better. The small curves at the center of the smith chart represent the S12 of both cases.
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Figure 41: illustration of coupling from primary to secondary for simulated and measured. Figure 41 illustrates the coupling between primary and secondary case for simulated and measured cases. Figure 42 shows a picture in a smaller frequency range.
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Figure 41: Illustration of coupling from primary to secondary for simulated and measured in a smaller frequency range.



Frequency (GHz)



Primary voltage ( in v)



Secondary Voltage (in v)



Coupling Coefficient (K)



0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7



1 1 1 1



0.388 0.463 0.535 0.592



0.85 0.86 0.88 0.89



Table 3: Measured values of coupling coefficient K



Frequency (GHz)



Primary voltage ( in v)



Secondary Voltage (in v)



Coupling Coefficient (K)



0.59 0.72 0.93 1.11



1 1 1 1



0.5 0.6 0.7 0.75



0.72 0.79 0.83 0.86



Table 4: Simulated values of coupling coefficient K



Table 3 and 4 shows a table which calculates the coupling coefficient (K) for measured as well as the simulated cases at different frequencies.
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Figure 43: Circuit schematic after fitting the measured values to the model The model proposed by cheung, et. al [13] has been modified for high frequency and both the simulated and measured values are fitted to it. Figure 43 shows the case where the measured values are fitted to the simplified model and Figure 44 represents the case for the simulated case.



Figure 44: Circuit schematic after fitting the simulated values to the model
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Chapter 8



Conclusions



Lumped element spice models are generated by this program for inductors and transformers which can be used by designers to estimate inductance (L), quality factor (Q) and self-resonant frequency (SRF). New models were developed for current crowding and eddy current effects.



The complete model was validated against measured values from inductors and transformers under different processes. The inductors were validated in a six-layercopper bulk CMOS process and in an silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) process. The inductors were validated in a SOI process. The program is made available in the public domain along with the source code for general use [11.



8.1 Future work The model constantly overestimated inductance values by 10 – 20 percent. The algorithm that is used to calculate the self-inductance and coupling coefficients would be modified for better accuracy in all cases. Making the grid size smaller than the pitch or equal to the width of the trace could be a possible solution.
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The present model does not model for current crowding when there is a single turn. Future additions could include some kind of self coupling to the current crowd inductors to account for these current crowding losses.



The algorithm for calculating the eddy resistances could be modified to give a better estimate of the currents that are significant in the substrate. Current crowding inductance and resistance could be also be refined.



Further work should also include estimation of fringing effects of the sidewall capacitances. This would give a better approximation of SRF.
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